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Within the EU Nature directives and under the umbrella of EU
Biodiversity Strategy 2020
“wetland ecosystems are of major importance for wild fauna and flora and they
host a range of habitats and species of Community interest”






As stated in Article 10 of the Habitats Directive, by their function as
stepping stones or corridors they are essential for migration, dispersal and
genetic exchange of wild species and they have to be conserved as key
landscape features for enhancing the coherence, connectivity and resilience
of the broader protected area network.

Article 4 of the Birds Directive calls for particular attention to the protection
of wetlands, as breeding, moulting and wintering habitats and staging
posts along their migration routes.
Within the WFD, the importance of rivers and wetlands for the functioning
of the water bodies network is stressed, and within climate change
adaptation policy the wetland restoration is fronting.
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The
assessment
of wetlands’
role to
Supply of the “maintenance of
nursery
populations
and habitats”
ESactivate
requires:



A map of the Landscape’s Ecosystems, with favourable and hostile habitats for
species movement and dispersal

CLC or MAES maps, reclassified to: a) natural and semi natural ecosystems, b)
high human induced ecosystems, c) urban ecosystems.


Assessment of Ecosystem Condition



Assessment of Ecosystem’s Natural Potential to supply ES



Assessment of Ecosystems Potential to supply ES



Assessment of Ecosystems Service Demand

Ecosystem Condition indicators: 1. Biodiversity State Indicator (BS) and 2.
Impact of Anthropogenic Pressures Indicator (IAP).
Assessed, from high to low, reflecting Ecosystem Condition.
Natural Potential + Protection Status + Artificial Wetlands serving as GI.
Service Providing Units (SPUs) will be identified/mapped.
Service Benefiting Areas (SBAs) are sites of NATURA2000 /Emerald networks.
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Conceptual Framework for the assessment of the “maintenance of
nursery populations and habitats” Ecosystem Service
(Adapted from Burkhard et al., 2014).

BS potential data sources: National
Reporting of Biodiversity Directives (Art.
17 Hab. Dir., Art.12 Birds Dir.)
IAP potential data sources: MAES or CLC
landscape mosaic, Imperviousness HRL,
population density, Land take.
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Wetlands will be assessed as
“Service Connecting Units” (SCU)
They may be found in landscape units with high or low natural
potential and affect accordingly:
 the ‘nursery’ function’ (i.e by connecting Natura 2000 sites) &
 the benefits that humans can have from nature conservation i.e
recreational opportunities, improved quality of life, the natural
heritage itself
The assessment will identify wetlands that:


support service flow from hotspots of Service Providing Units
(SPUs) to hotspots of Service Benefiting Areas (SBAs)



are located at landscape units with NO or LOW service supply but
they have significant role as green infrastructures.
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Protection status

Wetlands in/out of
NATURA 2000
network (Greece,
Bulgaria, Cyprus)
and Emerald network
(Albania, FYROM)
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Biodiversity State Indicator (BS)

1. Conservation status of habitat types and flora and fauna species at cell level as expressed by
an evaluation of the reported conservation status at Art.17 of EU Habitats Dir. and the
percentage of their distribution area compared to their total distribution extent at
national/biogeographical level. For cells that are inside a N2K site, the degree of conservation
may be also evaluated.
2. Population trends of breeding birds, Conservation degree and Breeding range trends at cell
level as expressed by the Art.12 of EU Birds Dir. report and the percentage of their distribution
area compared to their total distribution extent at national/biogeographical level.
3. Diversity of habitat types, flora and fauna species and breeding birds. Number of
habitats/species/breeding birds present in each cell (based on their spatial distribution),
compared to the sum of the habitats/species/breeding birds in the study area. Ranks based on
certain criteria, i.e. co-existence of more than 5 habitat types/species at the same cell.
4. Distribution pattern of the habitat/species in the study area. Ranks assigned based on number
of cell occurrences of the same habitats/species/birds at the study area. i.e. < 4 occurrences of
the habitat/species: rare. 4-10 occurrences: infrequent. 11-20 occurrences: scattered. 21-30
occurrences: widespread. > 30 occurrences: abundant (Adapted to sum cells of the study area).
5. Amount of priority habitat types (Annex I of HD), flora and fauna species (Annex II and I)V of
HD) and birds (Annex I of BD), as expressed by their spatial occurrence at the same cell,
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Biodiversity State Indicator (BS)
Landscape units will be ranked in a scale from 0 to 5, indicating units with:
• None biodiversity or unknown/no data (0)
• Bad (1)
• Inadequate (2)
• Average (3)
• Adequate (4)
• Excellent Biodiversity State (5).
Indicative rate could be:
- Excellent BS (5): Cells that have the higher rank at 2 or more of the criteria.
- Adequate BS (4): Cells that have the higher rank at only 1 of the criteria.
- Average BS (3): Cells that have moderate rank at 2 or more criteria, and the rest of
the criteria are at low rank.
- Inadequate BS (2): Cells that have moderate rank at only 1 of the criteria, and all the
other criteria are at the lowest rank.
- Bad BS (1): Cells that have the lowest rank at all criteria.
- None biodiversity or unknown/no data (0): Cells
nobyhabitats/species
occur
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Impact of Anthropogenic Pressures Indicator (IAP)
Urbanisation and intensive agriculture, are the main anthropogenic pressures to natural
ecosystems, causing biodiversity loss, ecosystem degradation and landscape
fragmentation, and suspending species movement and dispersal. Further, increasing
impervious surface coverage affects ecosystem integrity, reduces biological diversity and
spreads disturbance (i.e., invasive species).
To this perspective, the impact of anthropogenic pressures can be assessed as a
composition of:


degree of the landscape mosaic degradation
landscape mosaic (LM) derived from landcover data



degree of imperviousness
Copernicus HRL data



population density
census data



land take of natural and semi natural ecosystems
Land take of favourable habitats from hostile habitats (urban and agriculture) (Data
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Impact of Anthropogenic Pressures Indicator (IAP)
Degree of the landscape
mosaic degradation

Population
density

Degree of
imperviousness

+
Landtake

Indicator composition &
Assessments
Expected outputs:
1. Assessment of Ecosystems Potential at country level (Greece,
Bulgaria, Albania, FYROM, Cyprus)
(Biodiversity State + Impact of Anthropogenic Pressures + Protection
Status + Artificial Wetlands = Service Providing Units-SPUs)

SPUs = Landscape units ranked as High, Medium, Low
2. Assessment of Wetlands as “Service Connecting Units” (SCU) at
country level and at BalkanMed level
Wetlands may be found in landscape units:
•

with HIGH Ecosystem Potential and therefore can affect positively
the ‘nursery’ function’ by connecting Natura 2000 sites/Emerald
sites.

•

with NO or LOW Ecosystem Potential but they might still have role
to play i.e as green infrastructures.
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Preparatory organizational
tasks for LP, PP5, PP6, PP7,
PP8












Working teams should include:
A scientist with knowledge on available national
biodiversity datasets, on protected networks and
designated sites on country’s natural resources.
A GIS expert

Integrate in their technical requirements the
need to provide inputs and analyse the
following:
Biodiversity State Indicators
Protection status
CLC datasets etc.
Spatial assessments within GIS
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Timeplan










End of February 2018. Gather existing national datasets on biodiversity, land
cover, protected areas.
March 2018 to July 2018. Gis analysis of existing datasets with support from
biodiversity experts for assessing Biodiversity State + Impact of Anthropogenic
Pressures etc. For Bulgaria and Greece.
November 2018. Gis analysis of existing datasets with support from biodiversity
experts for assessing Biodiversity State + Impact of Anthropogenic Pressures etc.
For FYROM, Albania, Cyprus
November 2018. assessment of wetlands as Service Connecting Units. 1St
results. For Bulgaria and Greece. MILESTONE
February 2019. assessment of wetlands as Service Connecting Units. 1St results.
For FYROM, Albania, Cyprus




April 2019. Final assessment of wetlands as Service Connecting Units for all
countries






May 2019. Territorial connectivity infographs

